HISTORY

Vanderbilt archive founded to hold media accountable turns 50
SERVICES

EXPLORE A curated collection focused on space exploration

APOLLO 13 / TROUBLE #450662
NBC Evening News for 1970-04-14  Reporters: John Chancellor, Chet Huntley, Frank McGee
Duration: 0h:11m:10s

APOLLO 13 / REENTRY PLANS #450701
NBC Evening News for 1970-04-16  Reporters: John Chancellor, Chet Huntley
Duration: 0h:6m:40s
CAPTURE SYSTEM

SnapStream
STORAGE SYSTEM
DATA PIPELINES

1. Upload your code to AWS Lambda or write code in Lambda's code editor.
2. Set up your code to trigger from other AWS services, HTTP endpoints, or in-app activity.
3. AWS Lambda:
   Lambda runs your code only when triggered, using only the compute resources needed.
4. Just pay for the compute time you use.
MACHINE LEARNING
CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS